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Despite conventional wisdom that firm profits decrease with competitive entry, the empirical liter-
aturefinds a number of situationswhere the entry of an equivalent-quality competitor into amarket
led to higher profits for the incumbents. Our paper uses a standard linear Hotelling (1929)market to
study how location choices affect the possibility that profits increase for the incumbents with com-
petitive entry by a new rival. We show that profits of all incumbents can increase after competitive
entry even if thenewcompetitor is located such that it competes directlywith only one of the incum-
bents. This asymmetric entry demonstrates two separate mechanisms that can lead to profit in-
creases: first, profits can increase because a rival's pricing incentives have changed, causing the
rival firm to increase its price. Second, entry can change a firm's own pricing incentives, which in
turn cause the competitor to increase its price anticipating a higher-priced equilibrium. Either of
these effects on their own can be sufficient for profits to increase. Of course, increased prices do
not imply increased profits. Rather, profits only increase in scenarios where the higher prices offset
the lost sales. As such, we note that profits for a monopolist are always higher than profits for firms
facing any level of competition. Further, we show that average industry profitsmust eventually go to
zero. Thus, the relationship betweenprofits and thenumber offirms in themarket for industrieswith
profit-increasing entry follows a down–up–down shape. We discuss the implications this has on
interpreting results from the empirical entry literature.
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1. Introduction

The literature in economics, industrial organization and marketing relies on the assumption that increased levels of competition
lead to lower average prices, reduced profits, and higher levels of totalwelfare. In fact, competition policy is designed to reducemarket
concentration and ensure healthy levels of competition within categories. Similarly, conventional wisdom states that in order to pro-
tect above-normal levels of profit, incumbent firms should erect “barriers” that make it difficult for new firms to enter the market.2

Empirical observation, however, paints amore-complicated picture about the relationship between entry and profits. For example,
it has been observed that the opening of a new Starbucks may lead to higher profits for existing coffee shops that serve a market.3

Profits have also been observed to increase after the entry of new competitors in the energy, soap and fashion industries. One can
often explain profit increases after competitive entry by complementarities or by increased levels of marketing within a category
(for example, Lipitor's entry in the statin market led to significantly higher levels of category marketing spending).4 However, in
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to create barriers to entry and thereby maintain their profitability in the face of potential entry.
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many observed cases of entry leading to increased profits for incumbents, there are no complementarities and the new product is
clearly a substitute for the incumbent products.

In this paper, we analyze the potential for profit-increasing entry using a model of horizontal differentiation. The new firm enters
at a location where it only competes with one of the incumbent firms. We show that profits can increase for both incumbents. The
basic intuition for why profits can increase with entry is that competitive entry can lead to increased, rather than decreased, prices,
and that the increase in prices sometimes offset the losses from having fewer customers post-entry.

Several papers show that prices can increase with entry (Chen & Riordan, 2008; Hauser & Shugan, 1983; Perloff, Suslow, & Seguin,
1996; Thomadsen, 2007), but price increases are not equivalent to profit increases. In fact, in the above papers, firms that raise their
prices all experience declining profits. This obtains because the papers consider models where the market moves from monopoly to
duopoly. In fact, firms are always better off as a monopolist than as a firm facing competition. This result can be stated as a theorem:
Under any standard choicemodel, amonopolist hasweakly lower profits after the entry of a second firm in the absence of a complementarity
ormarket-size externality. The essence of the theorem is that amonopolistmakesmore sales at any price than a duopolist wouldmake
at the same price. Further, amonopolistmustmakemore profits by charging themonopoly price than it would obtain as amonopolist
charging the price that would be set under a duopoly by revealed preference.5

The same reasoning, however, does not extend to entry in amarket where there are two or more incumbents. In such an environ-
ment, each firm's optimal price is affected by their competitors' prices as well as their own demand conditions. Entry by a new com-
petitor in a range of locations can increase the incumbents' profits through twomechanisms. First, the presence of a new entrant can
change the incentives of an incumbent, causing that firm to charge a higher price, which allows the other incumbent to raise prices
without losing many customers. We call this the direct effect. Second, the presence of a competitor can act as a commitment device
by a focal firm to be soft on pricing, which then can result in the competitor raising price enough to offset the customers that the focal
firm loses to the new entrant. We call this the indirect effect. We are able to illustrate and separate these two effects by looking at
asymmetric entry.

Thus, we find that profits of an incumbent firm can increase with entry, but never from the entry of a second firm in the market.
Combinedwith the fact that profits eventually decrease with entry in anymodel where there is a maximum number of potential cus-
tomers, we find that profits can exhibit a down–up–down relationship with respect to the number of firms in the market.

Our results have important and surprising implications for empirical researchers andmanagers. For example, we show that profits
can increase for a firm even if it is the only firm that competes directly with the new entrant. Thus, a manager deciding on how to
respond to a new entrant may prefer to accommodate entry and raise prices versus taking action to prevent entry. In general, incum-
bents often work to obstruct entry by competitors, expending costly resources lobbying politicians, retailers or other groups to make
entry difficult for new rivals. Our results identify conditions under which firms should not only avoid the costs of spending these re-
sources, but where they would be better off encouraging the entrant.

Further, the finding that profits can go up, and that the relationship between profits and the number of firms in themarket can have a
down–up–down shape is important for academic researchers studying the impact of competition. For example, the down–up–down
shape of profits changes the interpretation of Bresnahan and Reiss (1991)-style tests of competitiveness. It also has implications for
the reasonableness of functional forms used in empirical entry games, where the functional forms of existing models preclude the iden-
tification of profit-increasing entry, even in those industries where such phenomena occur.

1.1. Related research

To our knowledge, there are only two papers that identify profit-increasing entry using standard product differentiation models.6

The first, Chen and Riordan (2007), looks at the Spokes model, which is an address-based model of global competition. In this model,
each firm competes symmetrically with every other firm. Thus, profits increase in Chen and Riordan from a combination of the direct
and indirect effects we mentioned earlier. However, Chen and Riordan cannot isolate the two effects, so we cannot assess whether
entry acting as a commitment device or entry acting to soften the pricing incentives of the incumbents drives the increase in profits.
Similarly, Ishibashi and Matsushima (2009) show that entry by a low-quality firm (a vertically differentiated entrant) that competes
symmetricallywith the incumbents can increase the profits of high-quality incumbents. Themechanisms here are the same as in Chen
and Riordan.

In contrast to the Spokes model and the model of Ishibashi and Matsushima, real markets are characterized by asymmetric com-
petition: new entrants often compete head-on with some firms and indirectly with others. In these scenarios, only the direct or only
the indirect effects may apply to each firm. We demonstrate that either of the two effects can be sufficient for profits to increase.

Further, when the market parameters are such that profit increasing entry occurs in the Spokes model, the relationship between
the number of entrants and profits is positive for all entry after thefirst profit-increasing entrant, independent of howmanyadditional
firms enter the market (up to the maximum allowed in the model). This finding of a U-shaped relationship between profits and the
number of firms is inconsistentwith realmarkets. In real markets, the addition of new entrants eventually drives down both industry
5 We use duopoly in this sentence, but the logic applies to any number of firms.
6 There are some paperswhich demonstrate profit-increasing entry through alternativemechanisms.Most of these papers show that profits can increasewhen entry

creates a positive externality on incumbent firms or brings new customers to the market that were not attainable before the presence of the new entrant, even at very
lowprices. For example, the literature on geographic agglomeration shows that firmsmay choose to locate near competitors due to the fact that consumers prefer shop-
ping where there is a cluster of stores (e.g. Dudey, 1990; Gauri, Sudhir, & Talukdar, 2008). Zhu, Singh, and Dukes (2011) show that some supermarkets located near a
Walmart or a Target can experience increased traffic in their grocery items. Alternatively, Thomadsen (2012) demonstrates that profits for all firms can increase when
existing incumbent firms offer new products because the desire to avoid intra-firm cannibalization enforces a commitment by incumbents to be softer competitors.
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and average firmprofitability. The positive relationship between the number of competitors and firmprofitability obtains because the
Spokes model does not capture the notion of “market crowding” which seems essential for a model that examines the relationship
between profitability and market entry. Our model captures this notion, and our analysis shows that the market-crowding effect
eventually dominates and erodes profits. As a result, the pattern of profits with respect to the number of firms in the market follows
a down–up–down pattern in a scenario where profit-increasing entry occurs. As we note in Section 3, this shape has important im-
plications for the modeling approaches used by empiricists who study entry.

Our paper is also related to Pazgal, Soberman, and Thomadsen (2013), who identify conditions in which a shrinkingmarket can lead
to increased profits for incumbent firms. The key insight that paper provides is that “distant captive consumers” exacerbate competition
between existing competitors: their departure relaxes competition and ultimately, enhances profitability. In contrast, we consider con-
ditions where competition for captive consumers increases due to the entry of a new competitor. While there are some similarities be-
tween these scenarios, there are also key differences. First, in order for profit-increasing entry to occur, theremust be consumerswho do
not buy in the category prior to entry. We believe an explanation for the limited attention that profit-increasing entry has received from
academics is that the key papers that examine product differentiation assume fullmarket coverage before entry. Second,while entry by a
competitor makes it difficult for an incumbent to capture customers that switch to the entrant, these consumers are nevertheless “con-
testable” if the incumbent firm cuts price. Taken together, these constraints make it more difficult to find conditions where profit-
increasing competitor entry occurs compared to conditions where profit-increasing customer exit occurs. Moreover, we identify condi-
tions that lead to profit increasing entry even when new entrants choose their locations endogenously.

1.2. Empirical relevance

Our paper demonstrates two mechanisms under which profits can increase from competitive entry. These results are not merely
theoretical; rather, they are observed in several industries.

As a first example, consider what happened to an actual online entertainment and gaming site, whichwewill refer to as GENERAL
ENTERTAINMENT CO.7 This website is the oldest – and one of the largest –websites for its form of entertainment, and it offers mem-
bers a wide range of programs and shows, from kid-friendly to very-violent entertainment. The site garners well over half a million
unique visitors from the US, Europe and Asia each month, with clients ranging in ages from 6 to 40 years old. For about $5 per
month these visitors become members and enjoy unlimited high definition access (and download ability) to all offerings on the
site. Its main competitor, which we call FAMILY CO, offers mostly family oriented material and charges a similar monthly fee. Over
the years GENERAL ENTERTAINMENT CO experimented with different monthly rates ranging from 40% lower to 30% higher; none
of these generated higher profits.

At the beginning of 2011, a new competitor, VIOLENT CO, entered the same market offering a selection of more violent shows,
games and programing content. Overall, the themes of VIOLENT CO'S offering were more mature, suggesting a target audience that
was older on average. In this market, it is apparent that VIOLENT CO competes directly with GENERAL ENTERTAINMENT CO but
has little overlap with FAMILY CO. This market structure will be the basis for the model we propose in Section 2.

After VIOLENT CO's entry, GENERAL ENTERTAINMENT CO was uncertain about its best reaction. The owner of GENERAL ENTER-
TAINMENT CO decided to experiment by increasing its monthly price by almost 20%. This resulted in a profit increase of between
5%–6% despite a net loss of 15% of its customer base. Interestingly, FAMILY CO also increased its monthly fees by about 10% despite
not facing any new direct competition.While prices exhibited small fluctuations over the coming year, prices in themarket stabilized
at these higher levels. To the surprise of the owner of GENERAL ENTERTAINMENT CO, increased competition had made his business
more profitable.

The gaming example is not an isolated incident. Pauwels and Srinivasan (2004) find that Dove, Lever 2000 and Dial soap experi-
enced increased profits from store-brand entry.8 The pricing and quantity patterns behind these increased profits are consistent with
the theory advanced in this paper: all of the firms increased their prices, and some of the firms (Ivory and to some extent Dial) had
sharp declines in sales, while others (Lever 2000 and Dove, who likely compete less directly with the new entrant) experienced in-
creased sales. It is possible that the store-brand product may have been perceived to be lower-quality; however, recent work on pri-
vate labels speaks to their “quality equivalence” implying that horizontal differentiationmaybe as important as vertical differentiation
in today's retail context for private label (Soberman & Parker, 2006). With this as a backdrop, our results imply that profits for Dial
soap could increase after the store-brand entry, even if the store brand was positioned such that it competed primarily with Dial.

Pauwels and Srinivasan also show that it is possible that profits can increase with entry for some but not all of the firms. In the
toothbrush category, Colgate raised its prices and experienced higher profits with the entry of store-brand toothbrushes. Reach
also increased its prices, although the information provided in the paper is not sufficient for us to judge whether its profits increased
or not. Oral-B, however, decreased their prices slightly, although they experienced higher revenues and higher sales.

We also observe that in many markets a necessary (but not sufficient) condition for our effect – prices rising with competition –
occurs. For example, we analyze a set of airport car-rental data from aweek inMarch 2004. Singh and Zhu (2008) use a dataset that is
similar except that ours relates to different dates.9 We consider the daily rental rates for cars at airports with 3 or fewer car rental
7 The management of this website has shared their details with us, but asked us not to reveal their identity within entertainment and gaming. We found that other
managers – especially those at largefirms –whoexperienced profit-increases in the face of competitive entry also did notwant the fact that profits increased to bemade
public – partially out of a fear that this may weaken the firm's negotiating power.

8 Pauwels and Srinivasan (2004) does not directly measure profits, but it provides price and quantity information. We assume that higher revenues and lower unit
sales (meaning lower total costs), or higher prices and higher quantity together lead to higher profits.

9 We thank Vishal Singh for sharing this data.
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companies, and regress the rental rate on the number of firms in themarket,10 a series of dummy variables indicating the brand of the
rental company, an indicator for whether the rental rate is a weekday or weekend rate, the number of passengers per rental firm and
the total air traffic. Our results bothwithout andwith the “airport traffic” and “traffic per rental company” control variables are report-
ed in Table 1. We find that prices are statistically higher by about 7% when the airport has 3 rental companies compared to 2. Con-
versely, prices are relatively similar under monopoly or duopoly. This is consistent with our model where it is the third entry that
leads to increased profits.

The car rental example is not the only casewherewe see prices increasewith entry. Geroski (1989)finds that entry increases profit
margins earned by incumbents in 6% of the industries studied. Similarly, Perloff et al. (1996), Ward et al. (2002), Yamawaki (2002);
Simon (2005); Goolsbee and Syverson (2008) andMcCann and Vroom (2010) show that entry can lead to price increases in the phar-
maceutical, consumer packaged goods, luxury car, magazine, airline and hotel industries, respectively.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present a basemodel with a linearmarket.With this model, we iden-
tify conditions that are sufficient for a new entrant to lead to higher profits for the incumbents. In Section 3, we examinemore-broadly
how profits are related to the number of firms in the market. We find that industries where profits increase with competitive entry
exhibit a “down–up–down” relationship between profits and the number of firms in the market. We discuss the implications of
this finding on empirical entry research. Section 4 concludes the paper.

2. Model

The model we use to analyze the impact of an entrant on the profitability of incumbents is a finite linear market of length L
(Hotelling, 1929). To simplify, we assume that consumers are uniformly located along the market with a constant density of 1.
Firms are located at various locations along the linear market and Consumer i's utility from buying and consuming the product
from firm j can be represented as.
10 Our
coefficie
on the p
11 The
12 Our
13 We

Plea
j.ijre
Uij ¼ V−pj−dij; ð1Þ
where V is the monetary benefit a consumer realizes from a product that perfectly suits her taste, pj is the price charged by Firm j
and dij is the distance between consumer i and Firm j.11 A consumer can choose not to buy in which case they consume an
outside good and earn a normalized utility of zero. We assume that all firms have a constant marginal cost, so firm profits are
given by (pj − c)qj where qj is the quantity sold.12 Without loss of generality, we set the marginal cost to zero, implying that p is
the absolute mark-up over marginal cost.

In what follows, we demonstrate the existence of conditions under which entry leads to profit increases for incumbent firms that
are internally located in our Hotelling market. Specifically, the analysis considers the change in incumbent profits between two sce-
narios. In the pre-entry scenario, the two incumbents are alone in themarket and competewith each other. By compete, wemean that
a) themarginal consumer between the two firms is indifferent between them, and b) themarginal consumer between the two firms
strictly prefers buying to consuming the outside good. Post-entry, the incumbents retain the same locations as in the pre-entry sce-
nario, but a third firm is added to the market at a different location. The three firms then set prices and compete for consumers.
We examine conditions under which profits for the incumbents increase after the entry of the third firm.

The incumbents are assumed to be located at interior market locations (not near the endpoints). We do not speculate why the in-
cumbent firms have the positions they do, although we note that such an outcome could be consistent with technological limits on
producing certain sets of attributes or with having “market needs” evolve away from the initial positions of the pioneers over time.
To simplify the exposition, we give names to the two incumbents. The first is Firm I, which is the incumbent for which the distance
to an end of the market is shortest. The distance from incumbent I to the nearest end of the market is A. The second incumbent is
Firm C (centrally located) and the distance to an end of themarket for Firm C is longer than for Firm I.We denote the distance between
the two incumbents as D.

We assume the entrant, E, selects a location adjacent to incumbent C but not between the incumbents. To illustrate the forces that
underlie profit-increasing entry, we consider a context where E's location is exogenous. We then demonstrate the robustness of the
finding by having E choose its location endogenously. The distance between incumbent C and entrant E is denoted by S. The distance
between Firm E and the far end of the market is denoted by B. Fig. 1 illustrates the market.13

Before presenting the analysis, we highlight the mechanism through which Firm E's entry can increase the profits of Firm C and
Firm I. Suppose that E's entry is at a location that induces Firm C to increase its price. Firm Iwill be strictly better off because its nearest
competitor sets a higher price. Firm I can raise its price and increase the quantity sold, leading to higher profits. The key question is:
can Firm C be better off when this occurs? The answer is yes. Firm I's best response to C's higher price is to raise its price, which clearly
helps offset the loss of profits from C's lost volume to the new entrant. Whether Firm C is better off depends on the relative impact of
the price increase and the lost demand (to Firm E). We show conditions under which the price increase has a larger impact and Firm
C's profits do increase.
number of firm variables are (1) the presence of 2 ormore rental companies at the airport and (2) the presence of exactly 3 rental companies at the airport. The
nt on the presence of 2 ormore rental companies at the airportwill capture the difference in price of going from amonopolist to a duopoly, while the coefficient
resence of exactly 3 rental companies will be the difference in price of going from a duopoly to a triopoly.
seemingly more general expression U = v − αP − td is equivalent under the normalization V= v/t and p = tP/α.
results can hold for a model with increasing marginal (convex) costs.
assume Firm I is to the left of Firm C without loss of generality.
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Table 1
Car rental price regression results.

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Dependent variable Price Ln(Price) Price Ln(Price)

Presence of two of more rental companies 0.93 −0.01 −0.35 −0.03
(1.55) (0.03) (1.52) (0.03)

Presence of three rental companies 3.11 0.07 2.50 0.07
(1.40) (0.03) (1.16) (0.02)

Include rental car fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
Include weekend dummy Yes Yes Yes Yes
Include airport traffic & traffic per rental co. No No Yes Yes

Standard errors in parentheses. Numbers in bold are significant at the 95% confidence level.

Fig. 1. The linear market.
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Note that themechanisms leading to profit increases for Firms I and C are different. Firm I benefits from the direct effect of Firm E's
entry changing the price-sensitivity of Firm C's demand. Firm E's presence reduces Firm C's ability to attract consumers (near E)with a
low price and this causes Firm C to charge a higher price. However, this also leads to an indirect effect of Firm E's entry on Firm C's
profits. In particular, once Firm E enters, Firm I increases its price because it anticipates that Firm C will charge a higher price. Firm
I's reaction, in turn, confers a benefit on Firm C. It is this mechanism that we call the indirect effect. We show that Firm C's profits
can increase due to the indirect effect, even though there is no direct impact of E's entry on Firm I's demand. These effects provide in-
tuition for the mechanism behind how incumbents' profits can increase when a new competitor enters the market.

Our objective is to describe the conditionswhen both incumbents gain due to competitive entry andwe start by presenting an ex-
ample. We then move to a general theorem that identifies precise conditions for the phenomenon.

Suppose that Firms I and C are located such that A ¼ 4
15 ;D ¼ 1

6 ;V ¼ 1
2 and the line is of length L ¼ 179

150. Before entry, the firms both
choose a price of 7

30 and earn profits of 49
600.

14 Now suppose that Firm E enters a distance S ¼ 51
100 away from Firm C. Then the following

prices form anequilibrium:PE ¼ 1
4 ; PC ¼ 6

25andPI ¼ 211
900. These prices lead to firmprofits ofπE ¼ 1

8,πC ¼ 613
7500andπI ¼ 44521

540000, respectively.
Thus, profits for Firms C and I (after Firm E's entry) both increase, i.e.πI and πCN

49
600. This example demonstrates that equilibriumprices

and profits can increase after entry. Note, too, that the new entrant earnsmonopoly profits in our example. Becausemonopoly profits
are the maximum that can be earned (independent of whether competitors are in the market or not), E's location is consistent with
endogenous entry given C and I's locations. In what follows, we generalize this result and derive precise conditions that lead to both
incumbents being better off after Firm E enters.

As a first step, we characterize the equilibria that support this phenomenon. In spatial models, when the monetary benefit asso-
ciated with a consumer's preferred product, V, is sufficiently low, the demand curves of competing firms may have kinks in them
(Salop, 1979; Perloff et al., 1996). The kinks occur due to the fact thatwhen prices are low (relative to V), thefirm'smarginal consumer
substitutes between thefirm's product and its rival's product. In such a case, it is difficult to attract consumerswith a price cut because
themore distant a consumer is from the firm in question, the closer that same consumer is to the competitor. In contrast, when prices
are high, a firm's marginal consumer substitutes between the firm's product and the outside good. Note that the attractiveness of the
outside good is independent of how far the consumer is from the firm, so here, demand is more responsive to price. The solid lines in
Fig. 2 presents a figure of this demand. The flatter demand curve at higher prices reflects demand that is more responsive to a change
in price.

Of course, demand curves do not always have kinks.When a firm's competitors are close enough such that all of its customers pre-
fer the rival's product over the outside good, the firm's demand curvewill not have a kink. These are typically the conditions analyzed
with spatial models i.e. V is sufficiently large that the market is completely covered (Osborne & Pitchik, 1987).

When V is such that the two incumbents price at a kink-point, infra-marginal consumers realize positive surplus but themarginal
consumer between thefirms is indifferent between buying fromFirm I, buying fromFirm C andnot buying at all.When this occurs, the
utility of consumers as a function of their location is as shown in Fig. 3.15

The optimal price for a firm can occur along any part of its demand curve, including at a kink point. If the optimal price occurs at a
kink-point in a firm's demand curve then first-order conditions do not identify the price. Also, each linear segment in the demand
curve corresponds to a different first-order condition. The optimal price only occurs along a particular segment of the demand
curve if the first-order condition for that line-segment is satisfied within the range of prices corresponding to that segment. Because
14 The calculations match those found in the proof of Theorem 1.
15 The properties of these kinks are described in-depth by Salop (1979) and Perloff, Suslow, and Seguin (2006).
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Fig. 2. Demand curve with a kink-point.

Fig. 3. Utilities of consumers when C and I price at kink-points.
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marginal revenues aremonotonically decreasing, it must be that the first-order conditions are satisfied on exactly one of the line seg-
ments or that the optimal price occurs at a kink-point.16

To present the conditions that can cause both incumbents' profits to increase, we first present a lemma that outlineswhat an equi-
librium with increased profits must look like. We then discuss the details of firm locations that lead to profit-increasing entry.

The lemma explains that in order for the profits of both Firm I and C to increase post-entry, Firm Cmust price at a kink-point after
the entry of Firm E.

Lemma. Any locations for Firms I, C, and E that lead to (1) a pure strategy pricing equilibria for all firms before and after entry, and (2)
higher profits for both Firms I and C after Firm E's entry than each firm obtains before the entry, must entail Firm C setting prices such
that its first-order conditions are satisfied along the linear portion of its demand curve where the marginal consumer to the left of Firm C
substitutes between Firms C and I before Firm E's entry, and Firm C prices at a kink-point in its demand curve after Firm E's entry.

The proof is provided in the Appendix A. The basic intuition behind the lemma is that if prior to entry, Firm C prices along a linear
portion of its demand curve where the marginal consumers substitute between Firm C and the outside good, then Firm C must be
charging the monopoly price and earning monopoly profits, i.e. Firms I and C are so far apart, that they serve different markets. We
mentioned in the introduction that profits weakly decrease with competitive entry in such a scenario. If Firm C prices at a kink-
point in demand before entry and entry causes Firm C to raise its price, then Firm C's profits must decrease since it had the option
to increase its price before the entry of Firm E and sell to all consumers who attain a positive utility from that higher price but
chose not to price in that way. Similarly, if Firm E's entry causes Firm C to decrease its price then Firm I's profits obviously decrease.

This implies that any situation where the entry of Firm E results in higher profits for Firms I and Cmust be associated with Firm C
setting a price (before entry) that corresponds to the linear part of Firm C's demand curvewhere themarginal consumers to the left of
Firm C substitute between Firms C and I. In the Appendix A, we show that the profits of both Firms I and C can only increase after entry
when Firm C prices at a kink-point post-entry. Such a situation is presented in Fig. 4 below. Before entry, Firm C's demand curve is
given by the solid lines, and Firm C prices at the dot on the solid line. After entry, Firm Cs demand curve shifts out to the dotted
line, and Firm C increases its price to the dot at the kink-point in the demand curve.

The lemma above provides necessary, but not sufficient, conditions for Firms C and I's profits to increase. The theorem below pro-
vides sufficient conditions Firm E's entry to increase C and I's profits.
16 With linear travel costs, there is a discontinuity in thedemand curve at the price thatmakes consumers at the rivalfirm's location indifferent between the two prod-
ucts because at this price the firm “steals” all of the rival's demand. This discontinuity interferes with the monotonicity of the marginal revenue and can prevent the
existence of pure-strategy pricing equilibria. We confirm that such undercutting does not occur in the conditions identified by our theorem.
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Fig. 4. Demand curve for Firm C before and after entry.
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Theorem 1. If the incumbents I and C are in a market of finite length where

a) The distance between I and the edge of the market, A ≥Vð4367− 2
67

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
10

p
Þ,

b) The distance between the incumbents, D∈ð 6
7þ5

ffiffiffiffi
10

p V ; 67 VÞ and
c) The length of the market, L≥A−Vð972469−

2
67

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
10

p
Þ; and E enters at a distance S∈ðMax½4849V− 47

49Dþ 4
49

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
18V2−30VD−12D2

p
; 598

595V−
18
85D;D�; 1110V− 1

5DÞ from incumbent C, then there exists an equilibrium such that profits increase for both incumbents.

Intuitively, Firms I and C need to be sufficiently close so that a pure-strategy price equilibrium exists along the steep part of the
demand curve in the pre-entry (2-firm) scenario. In addition, the incumbents cannot be too close or they will undercut each other's
prices. The range on S ensures that Firm E is (a) sufficiently distant from Firm C such that Firm C prices at a kink-point in its demand
curve after Firm E enters themarket and (b) sufficiently close to Firm C such that Firm E's realizedmarket touches the realizedmarket
for Firm C.

2.1. Endogenous locations

In the preceding analysis, we assume that the locations of all firms are chosen exogenously. This may accurately reflect industries
where limits on technology or other factors impact where the products are positioned. Alternatively, it is possible that firms may be
able to set their locations optimally.

Here we treat the locations of I and C as being exogenous to the scenario but relax the assumption that E's location is also chosen
exogenously. We note however, that the preceding results can justify the optimality of the location at which the new firm enters.
This is due to the fact that after E's entry, Firms C and E both price at a kink-point. From C's perspective, what matters is not E's price,
but the location of the marginal consumer. Thus, the above results are consistent with E choosing a location where it charges the mo-
nopoly price and enjoys demand of V and earns monopoly profits. As noted in the introduction, monopoly profits are the highest pos-
sible profits for the firm so there is no incentive for E to charge a different price. In general, this location choice is not unique.

There are also cases where the entrant would locate in a way that leads to profit increasing entry where E does not charge themo-
nopoly price. However, solving all of these cases leads to a series of complex conditions. For purposes of exposition, we present suf-
ficient conditions that are consistentwith endogenous location choices for E, as a function of I and C's initial locations, where E charges
the monopoly price.

Theorem 2. If the incumbents I and C are in a market of finite length where

a) The distance between the incumbents, D∈ð 6
7þ5

ffiffiffiffi
10

p V ; 67 VÞ,
b) The distance between I and the edge of the market, A≥ 3

5V−
D
5 and

c) The length of the market is
Plea
j.ijre
L∈ Aþ max
76V þ 2Dþ 4

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
18V2−30VD−12D2

p

49
;
134V þ 67D

85
;
4V
7

þ D

" #
;Aþ 8V þ 4D

5

 !

then E enters at a distance S ¼ L−A−D− V
2 from incumbent C, and profits increase for both incumbents.
3. Broader relationship of incumbent profits to entry by new firms

The purpose of this section is to understand the pattern that exists between incumbent profits and the number of firms in themar-
ket, where firms choose their locations endogenously.
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As noted earlier, a monopoly's profits weakly exceed the profits a firm earns in the same market when more than one firm is
present. In this section, we show that once a threshold number of firms are present in a spatial market, profits of incumbents
decrease with the number of competitors. Thus, in conditions where entry does lead to higher profits for incumbents, the rela-
tionship between profits and the number of firms in themarket has a down–up–down pattern (or potentially a pattern with sev-
eral ups and downs) rather than the monotonic down pattern, which is the basis for most thinking in economics and industrial
organization regarding the effect of competition. We then discuss the implications of this result on the empirical product-entry
literature.

We start our analysis by first noting that profits trend towards zero when there are enough firms present in the market. For-
mally, we note that in a market with total size M, if consumer i purchases product j she obtains utility Uij=V−pj− f(dij), where f
represents a positive-valued non-decreasing function of distance, and Ui0 = 0 if the consumer consumes the outside good, then the
average profits for each firm when there are N firms in the market are bounded by VM

N →0 as N→∞. The proof of this statement is
straight forward: The average demand for each firm is bounded by M

�
N and prices must be strictly below V (or else consumers

choose not to buy).
The fact that profits approach zero after enough entry, alongwith the fact that profits are highest when only one firm is present in

themarket, as shown in the introduction, suggests that profits will either steadily decrease, or else decrease, then increase, and finally
decrease again asmore firms enter.17 An example of this relationship is presented in Fig. 5.18 Note that prices can increase even as the
marketmoves from amonopoly to a duopoly, but that firmprofitsmust be lower in the duopolymarket than in themonopolymarket.
Similar to the findings of Section 2, higher equilibrium prices when the third firm enters is a necessary condition for entry to be profit
increasing. However, we recover the conventional economic relationship between competition and prices once there are a sufficient
number of firms in the market.

The observation that profits may not decline monotonically in the number of competitors is not purely of theoretical interest.
For example, Bresnahan and Reiss (1991) study the impact of competition on profits. They consider entry by only a small num-
ber of firms, and find that entry by the first 3 firms reduces profits, but entry by the 4th or 5th firm has almost no effect. They
conclude that markets with 3 firms must have achieved a “competitive state.” However, our results suggest that the monotonic
decline in profits with the number of firms in an industry can reverse before the industry reaches a level close to full competi-
tion. Thus, the findings of Bresnahan and Reiss may be unrelated to the notion that 3 firms are sufficient for an industry to
achieve a “competitive state.”19

It is also interesting that a number of recent structural estimations of entry games rely on a reduced-form relationship be-
tween profits and the number of competitors. For example, Berry (1992) studies the factors that affect profitability and adopts
the generic-like assumption that profits decrease in the number of competitors. Our analysis shows such an assumption in an
empirical analysis may be less innocent than it sounds. The assumption in Berry (1992) is not an isolated example; the analysis
of structural games is often based on a reduced-form profit function with the number of competitors as an explanatory vari-
able. Seim (2006) assumes that profits are a linear combination of several factors and a linearly-decreasing function of the
number of competitors, where the coefficient on the number of competitors is a function of the distance between the firm
and each competitor. Singh and Zhu (2008); Ciliberto and Tamer (2009) and Datta and Sudhir (2012) also model profits as de-
clining linearly in the number of competitors in their respective entry games. Similarly, Cleeren, Verboven, Dekimpe, and
Gielens (2010) study inter-format competition and assume that profits decline with competitive entry, although they do
not assume linearity.

Because the results of empirical analysis rely on the legitimacy of the reduced form at the heart of themodel, it is important to rec-
ognize that profits can increase with a new entrant, especially when analyzing entry in markets with a small number of firms. While
the above papers make important contributions, it is worth noting that the papers assume away the possibility that profits may in-
crease, which can lead to distortions in the empirical estimates for industries where profits do increase with entry. Even in industries
where profits monotonically decrease with entry, the forces that push towards profit-increasing entry may be present, but not in suf-
ficient strength to offset the loss of demand. In such cases, the relationship between profits and the number of firms in the market
might look something like Fig. 5, only instead of having a slight increase in profits the relationship may have a slight decrease in
profits. Thus, assuming something akin to a linear or even logarithmic relationship between profits and the number of firms would
be qualitatively inappropriate.

Further, counter factual simulations using the estimated results of the models listed above (and papers with similar as-
sumptions) will not show profits increasing with entry, even under conditions where profits do increase because the possi-
bility of an increase is ruled out by the functional form. Thus, the fact that the vast majority of empirical studies provide
no evidence of profit-increasing entry is unsurprising; the result is guaranteed by the functional form of the models
17 As noted earlier, amonopolist always earns higher profit than a duopolist in the absence of complementarities so the relationship between incumbent profit and the
number of firms must always be downward sloping at n = 1.
18 Fig. 5 is the result of a game from a circular model where there are 6 potential locations and the firms choose locations sequentially in a subgame-perfect manner.
The precise derivation is not important for the points we are making in the paper, but appear in the Appendix A for the convenience of the reader.
19 In Section 4 of their paper, Bresnahan and Reiss find that when they look at price data, they find that prices are lowerwhen there aremore than 5 firms in themar-
ket, consistent with our model but inconsistent with the conclusion that full competition is attained after 3–5 firms enter the market.
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Fig. 5. Price and profits when there are 6 available locations.
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and is not a result of the data. Thus, the perception among academics might be that profit-increasing entry is rarer than it
actually is.
4. Conclusion

This paper studies how the locations of incumbents and entrants affect the possibility that profits for incumbent firms increase
after entry.Weprovide conditions on locations for entry that can lead to higher profits for allfirms, evenwhen only onefirm competes
directly with a new entrant. By studying asymmetric entry, we isolate two separate effects – a direct and an indirect effect – that can
lead to profit-increasing entry.We focus our analysis on an examplewhere profits increasewith the entry of a third firm into themar-
ket; however, profit-increasing entry can theoretically occur for the entry of a third or greater firm.20 Further, we note that markets
where profit-increasing entry occurs are characterized by a down–up–down relationship between profits and the number of firms
in the market. We also discuss the implications of this finding on empirical research on entry.

Our results have important implications for managers and empirical researchers. Managers often expend resources trying to
prevent entry by competitors — perhaps lobbying governments to put restrictions on entry or lobbying retailers to keep com-
peting manufacturers off store shelves. Our results suggest that in some cases, firms should avoid expending these resources,
and instead accommodate entry and raise prices. Managers need to know that their profits can increase even if their firm is
the only one that competes directly with the new entrant or if the new entrant is located closer in “product space” than the
incumbent's competitor. We also provide insight for empirical researchers seeking to measure the relationship between profits
and the number of firms in a market. Notwithstanding endogeneity concerns that often arise in measuring these types of rela-
tionships, our findings suggest that researchers need to reflect on the functional form that relates the number of competitors to
profits. In particular, our findings raise concern about the plausibility of the linear (or log-linear) functional form and suggest
that researchers need to consider functional forms that allow for the possibility of non-monotonic (and even non-U-shaped) re-
lationships between the number of firms and profits. Importantly, this functional form issue is not merely an issue for reduced
form estimation. It is also an issue that affects studies of entry – and entry games – that while “structural” in spirit, use reduced-
form profit functions as building blocks. The results of any model-based analysis rely on the legitimacy of the reduced form. Our
20 An example can be constructed for any N ≥ 3 using a linear market of long enough length where consumers have linear travel costs by placing the incumbent
(N − 1) firms an equal distance apart, and allowing the entrant, the Nth firm, to locate slightly less than V/2 units away from the edge of the realizedmarket. Note that
V must be at least 21/16 times as large as the distance between each of the incumbent outlets, and V cannot be too large or no pure-strategy pricing equilibrium will
exist. The equilibrium before entry is one where all firms price on linear part of their demand function according to their first-order conditions, while after entry the
entrant prices as a monopoly (which is also a kink-point), the firm closest to it prices at a kink point and the other (N − 2) firms price according to their standard
first-order conditions. As a specific example of profit-increasing entry by a 4th firm, let V = 3, the distance between Firms 1 and 2 (and between Firms 2 and
3) = 1, and the distance between Firm 3 and the new entrant, Firm 4 = 3.1. There is an equilibrium where the price for Firm 4 after entry is the monopoly price of
1.5, and Firm 3 prices at a kink point. In this equilibrium, profits for Firm 1 increase by 0.23%, profits for firm 2 increase by 1.61%, and profits for Firm 3 increase by
0.17%, where the firms are ordered from left to right on the line.
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analysis shows that profits can increase when new competitors enter markets with a small number of firms. This is the precise
situation considered in many of these studies.

Appendix A

Proof of Lemma 1. Before entry, C can (1) price along a linear segment of the demand curve where all of the marginal con-
sumers are considering the outside good, (2) price at a kink-point, or (3) price along a linear segment of the demand curve
with some of the marginal consumers substituting between C's product and I's product. If C is pricing on the segment corre-
sponding to case (1), the firm charges the monopoly price and earns monopoly profits, in which case profits can only de-
crease. If before entry the firm is pricing at a kink-point, then either entry causes C's prices to increase, in which case C's
profits decrease because before entry C had the option to increase its price and to sell to all consumers who would earn a pos-
itive utility at this higher price; Revealed preference demonstrates that the profits must be lower. Alternatively, entry could
cause C's prices to decrease, in which case firm Iwill be worse off, since it makes lower profits for any price it could set relative
to profits at the same price before entry. Also when C's prices do not change, C must sell weakly less and earn weakly lower
profits.

Therefore, any equilibriumwhere C and I's profits both increasemust involve case 3: C charging a price before entry corresponding
to a linear segment of the demand curve where some of the marginal consumers substitute between C and I. The corresponding first
order condition for C before entry is qC þ pC

∂qC
∂pC

¼ 0, where ∂qC
∂pC

¼ −1:5. Thus,pC2 ¼ 2
3 qC2, where the 2 in the subscript denotes the total

number of firms in the market. Profits are then πC2 ¼ 2
3 q

2
C2.

When there are 3 firms in the market, either the third firm is located far enough apart that E's realized market does not overlap
with C's market, C prices at a kink-point such that the marginal consumer for C in the direction of E gets zero utility, or ∂qC

∂pC
¼ −1.

(Note that it is impossible that the new equilibrium will involve C and I serving separated market areas, or even having the marginal
consumer between C and I obtaining zero surplus. Both of these outcomes would require firm C raising its price. However, the first-
order condition for C can be written as pC ¼ −qc=∂qC

∂pC

. If C and I serve different markets but C is not at a kink-point where the marginal
consumer between E and C gets zero utility, ∂qC∂pC

¼ −1:5. However, at any price, qc is lower, so the first-order condition would be sat-
isfied at a lower price than pC2, which is a contradiction.)

We now rule out that profits will increase if either C and E's markets do not touch, or if ∂qC∂pC
¼ −1. In the first case, there is no

overlap in the market areas, so C and I's profits remain unchanged. Suppose instead that C prices according to its first-order condi-
tions, where∂qC

∂pC
¼ −1:Thefirst-order conditionsmust satisfypC3=qC3 and πC3=qC3

2 . Note that π3 N π2 ifq2C3N
2
3 q

2
C2, orq3N

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2=3

p
q2. How-

ever, it must be that qC2–qC3≥ 17
12 ðpC3–pC2Þ. The 17

12 ¼ 1þ 1
2−

1
6 � 12 term represents the maximum change in sales from the change in

price (pC3–pC2), and can be parsed as follows: on the side of the outlet where the new entrant enters, the quantity sold cannot be
more than the firm would have sold if it had an uncontested region on that side; The rate of change in quantity on that side if it
were uncontested is ∂qC

∂pC
¼ −1. On the side where the other incumbent firm is located, ∂qC∂pC

¼ −1
�
2, but the best response of the

other firm is to increase its price by 1
�
6 times the change in its opponent's price, so the firm regains 1

6 � 12 consumers. In sum,
the total effect is dqC

dpC
≤− 17

12, with the even steeper decline occurring when the new firm steals even more customers from the incum-
bent outlet. This means that qC3 ≤qC2− 17

12 ðpC3−pC2Þ≤qC2− 17
12 ðqC3−2

�
3qC2Þ≤qC2− 17

12 ð
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2=3

p
−2
�
3ÞqC2b

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2=3

p
q2, which contradicts q3≥ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2=3
p

q2. □

Proof of Theorem 1. When only C and I are present in the market, the demand for I is V−pI +
pC−pIþD

2 , and the demand for C is
xCI ¼ D− pC−pIþD

2 þ xCS ¼ V−pC . This implies that profits for each firm are πI ¼ pIððV−pIÞ þ pC−pIþD
2 Þ and πC ¼ pCððV−pCÞ þ pI−pCþD

2 Þ.
Simultaneous optimization of these expressions and solving leads to pI ¼ pC ¼ 2

5 ðV þ D
�
2Þ and profits of πI ¼ πC ¼ 3

50 ð2V þ DÞ2.
These calculations assume that the realized market for I and C touch, i.e. V−p1+V−p2≥D, which becomes 7

6D≤V after
substitution and rearranging. We also ensure that neither firm will undercut the other firm's market and steal all of their
customers. A firm undercutting their competitor must charge a price of puc ¼ 2

5 ðV þ D
2Þ−D ¼ 2

5V−
4
5D . The undercutting

firm's profits are then 2puc(V−puc). The deviation will not be profitable when 3
50 ð2V þ DÞ2≥2pucðV−pucÞwhich occurs when V ≤

1
3 ð7þ 5

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
10

p
Þ D2.
After entry we need an equilibrium where the profit of the incumbent firms increases. It is easy to verify that the first order con-
ditions (Best responses) for prices are given by:
Plea
j.ijre
pI ¼ 1
3
V þ 1

6
Dþ 1

6
pC ; pC ¼ 1

4
pI þ 1

4
pE þ 1

4
Sþ 1

4
D; pE ¼ 1

3
V þ 1

6
Sþ 1

6
pC ðA14Þ
However, we know from Theorem 5 that C cannot price according to the FOC condition. Hence we look for an equilibriumwhere
Firm I prices according to its FOCwhile C and E price at a kink point. Let pC be the price charged by FirmC in the new equilibrium. Then
pE=2V−S−pC and pI ¼ 2VþD

6 þ pC
6 .
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Weneed to ensure that there is no separation between the set of customerswho consume C and thosewho consume E. This occurs
when pE ≥ 1/2V (themonopoly price). The reason for this constraint is that if price is lower than 1/2V and thefirms price at a kinkpoint
then E can always increase its price to themonopoly price, sell to anyonewhoobtains a positive utility, and earnmonopoly profits. The
condition that pE ≥ 1/2V is equivalent to the condition that
Plea
j.ijre
pE ¼ 2V−S−pC ≥
1
2
V : ðA15Þ
Furthermore pE=2V−S−pC must be below the price suggested by the FOC condition (A14). We know this because if the first-
order conditions hold at a lower price than 2V−S−pC then it must be that profits are increasing as prices decrease due to the opti-
mization arguments that support pricing atfirst-order conditions. On the other hand, if theprice that satisfies condition (A14) is great-
er than 2V−S−pC then Eq. (A14) cannot describe the optimal price because Eq. (A14) assumes that the realized markets for each
product touch, while these markets do not touch when prices are above 2V−S−pC. Combining condition (A15) with 2V−S−pC ≤ 1

3V
þ1

6Sþ 1
6pC leads to the constraint:
10
7

V−pC ≤S≤
3
2
V−pC ðA16Þ
Following the same logic as explained from E's pricing, in order forfirm C to choose a kink-point pc as its price, this pricemust be lower
than the price dictated by the FOC in (A14). SubstitutingpI ¼ 1

3V þ 1
6Dþ 1

6pC and pE=2V−S−pC intopC ¼ 1
4pI þ 1

4pE þ 1
4Sþ 1

4Dyields.
pC ≤
14
29

V þ D
2

� �
: ðA17Þ
Further, C's profits, 112 pCð14V þ 7D−17pcÞ, must be higher than its profits before entry. This leads to.
2
5

V þ D
2

� �
≤pC ≤

36
85

V þ D
2

� �
: ðA18Þ
(Note that the lower bound condition guarantees that the price charged by C is higher than the price before entry). Condition
(A17) is not binding as condition (A18) is more restrictive. Clearly Firm I increases its profits and Firm E makes positive profits in
such an equilibrium. We need to check that the markets between I and C touch: 2V−pI−pC≥D or
pC ≤
10
7

V−D: ðA19Þ
Combining conditions (A16), (A18) and (A19) yields: max½598595V−
18
85D;D�≤S≤ 11

10V−
1
5D.

We also must check that in equilibrium no firm will want to undercut its competitors:

E will not undercut C: pdevE ¼ pC−S≤2pC− 10
7 V ≤ 72

85V þ 36
85D−

10
7 V ≤ 72

85V þ 36
85 � 67V− 10

7 V ¼ − 26
119Vb0

where the first inequality is due to (A16) the second due to (A18) and the third is due to the range for D.

C will not undercut E: pdevC ¼ 2V−S−pC−S≤2V−pC− 20
7 V þ 2pC ≤ −6

7 V þ 36
85V þ 18

85D≤ −6
7 V þ 36

85V þ 18
85

6
7V ¼ − 30

119Vb0:Where the
first inequality is due to (A16) the second due to (A18) and the third is due to the range for D.

C will not undercut I: pdevC ¼ 2VþD
6 þ pC

6 −D. The condition for lower profits at the new lower price is
pcN
14
31

V−
3
31

D−
4
31

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
−11V2 þ 67

2

r
VDþ 49D2 ≡ LBand pcb

14
31

V−
3
31

Dþ 4
31

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
−11V2 þ 67

2

r
VDþ 49D2 ≡ UB: ðA20Þ
It is easy to check that 2
5 ðV þ D

�
2Þ≥LB and UB≥ 36

85 ðV þ D
2Þ so constraint (A20) is not binding and is subsumed by (A5).

I will not undercut C: pI
dev=pc−D. The condition for lower profits at the new lower price are.
pcb
22
49

V þ 47
49

D−
4
ffiffiffi
6

p

49

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3V þ Dð Þ V−2Dð Þ

p
orpcN

22
49

V þ 47
49

Dþ 4
ffiffiffi
6

p

49

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3V þ Dð Þ V−2Dð Þ

p
: ðA21Þ
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Clearly when D≥ 1
2V the conditions hold. However when D≤ 1

2V the condition may bind.

In summary, the following is the complete characterization of the parameter space where the incumbents earn higher profits in the
context of a pure strategy equilibrium:D∈ð 6

7þ5
ffiffiffiffi
10

p V ; 67VÞ and S∈ðMax½4849V− 47
49Dþ 4

49

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
18V2−30VD−12D2

p
; 598

595V−
18
85D;D�; 1110V− 1

5DÞ.
A graphic representation of the parameter space is given below in Fig. A1.

Finally, we need to calculate theMinimum Length of the Line given V.

The maximum size of S is 11
10V−

1
5D and the allowable range for D is D∈ð 6

7þ5
ffiffiffiffi
10

p V ; 67VÞ. However, we need to specify the minimum
Fig. A1. Graphic representation of parameter space where profits of both incumbents increases under Theorem 1.
size of A and theminimum size for B givenD and S such that assumption of substitutionwith the outside good for extreme consumer
at either end of the served market is justified. If the most distant consumer to the left of I (pre-entry) obtains zero surplus then V−
2
5 ðV þ D

2Þ−A ¼ 0⇒AN 3
5V−

1
5D. Note that becauseDN 6

7þ5
ffiffiffiffi
10

p V, a sufficient condition for this to hold is that A Vð4367− 2
67

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
10

p
Þ. Similarly,

the calculations in the above proof depend on themost-distant consumer from E obtaining a zero surplus when E charges its monop-
oly price, i.e. pE ¼ V

�
2. This implies that BNV

�
2. We now identify the minimum length of the line L N A+ D+ S+ B such that all con-

ditions are satisfied. One possibility is that D ¼ 6
7þ5

ffiffiffiffi
10

p V . This implies that Aþ Dþ Sþ B ¼ 11
5 V þ Vð 6

67

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
10

p
− 42

335Þ . The second
possibility is thatD ¼ 6

7V. This implies that Aþ Dþ Sþ B ¼ 19
7 V. It is straightforward to show that 197 VN 11

5 V þ Vð 6
67

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
10

p
− 42

335Þ. There-
fore, ifLN 19

7 V and the conditions of Theorem1 are satisfied, then the entry of FirmEwill lead to increased profits for both Firms I and C.
However, because A is unlimited, we must ensure that L≥ 19

7 V þ A−Vð4367− 2
67

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
10

p
Þ ¼ A−Vð972469−

2
67

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
10

p
Þ.
Proof of Theorem2. The conditions fromTheorem1 all continue to hold.We now add the condition thatpE ¼ V
2 and that B from Fig. 1

is equal to V
2 (this is sufficient but not necessary – E could optimally enter in a location that encroaches C's market areawhile still earn-

ingmonopoly profits, even if there is an opportunity to locate further to the right). The length of the market is then A+ D+ S+ B. A
and D are set before the entry, B ¼ V

2, and the rest of the length is the endogenously chosen S. The theorem uses a shorthand for the
conditions, but a full set of conditions is that when.

6V
7þ5

ffiffiffiffi
10

p bD≤ 1700
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3918

p
−42122

226081 V then the supported length of the market is L∈ðAþ 76Vþ2Dþ4
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
18V2−30VD−12D2

p
49 ;Aþ 8Vþ4D

5 Þ . When
1700

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3918

p
−42122

226081 VbD≤ 598
721V then the supported length of the market is L∈ðAþ 134Vþ67D

85 ;Aþ 8Vþ4D
5 Þ. Finally, when 598

721VbD≤ 6
7V the sup-

ported length of the market is L∈ðAþ 4V
7 þ D;Aþ 8Vþ4D

5 Þ.
Equilibrium analysis behind Fig. 5

To demonstrate the possibility of the down–up–down pattern, consider a situation where firms are sequentially allowed to enter
into a circularmarket. Consumers have utility as given by Equation 1. Suppose that themonetary benefit of consuming an ideal prod-
uct is V ¼ 1

2 and that themarket has 6 equally-spaced discrete locations zoned for entry. This means a new firm can enter in any zone
that is unoccupied (by another firm). We assume that there are 6 potential entrants and in each period only one new firm enters the
Please cite this article as: Pazgal, A., et al., Profit-increasing asymmetric entry, IJRM (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/
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market. Thus, in a period, the entrant chooses its location, and then firms compete by choosing prices. The game proceeds for 6 pe-
riods, and the objective of each entrant is to maximize its sum of profits over all periods in which it operates.
21 The
their loc
the equ

Plea
j.ijre
Theorem In a circular market with the rules for entry and optimization as described above, there exists a Subgame Perfect Equilibrium
that involves the first firm entering themarket and earning amonopoly profit of 1/8 in period 1. In period 2, the second firm locates at
a distance 1/3 away from the first firm, and both firms earn profits of 8/75. The third firm locates at a distance 1/3 away from each of
the two incumbents, and all 3 firms earn profits of 1/9. The fourth, fifth and sixth firms locate at the remaining available locations. In
such a case, the first three firms earn profits of either 1/16 or 49/576 in period 4, profits of either 100/3249 or 169/3249 in period 5,
and profits of 1/36 in period 6.21
Proof. We begin by noting that across all of the numbers of firms that can be present in the market, there are only 12 total potential
layouts for thesefirms.We first summarize the profits in each of these scenarios;we then examine the different paths alongwhich the
game can proceed.

A.1.1. Monopoly
A monopolist will price at 1/4 and earn a profit of 1/8.

A.1.2. Duopoly
There are 3 scenarios for what can happen if there are two firms in the market – these firms can locate 1/6, 1/3 or 1/2 of the dis-

tance in the circle apart.

Case 2A. The firms are located 1/6 of the circle apart. In this case, because D∈ð 3
7þ5

ffiffiffiffi
10

p V ; 37VÞ, we can use the first-order conditions pj

¼ V
3 þ D

3 þ
p− j

6 , which give profits of 6
25 ðV þ DÞ2 ¼ 49

600≈0:0817, where the decimal value is provided only to aid the reader when we
consider what choices the firms will make.

Case 2B. The firms are located 1/3 of the circle apart. Again, D∈ð 3
7þ5

ffiffiffiffi
10

p V ; 37VÞ, so profits are 6
25 ðV þ DÞ2 ¼ 8

75≈0:1067.
Case 2C. The firms are located 1/2 of the circle apart. In this case, both firms are de factomonopolists, and earn profits of 1/8= 0.125.

A.1.3. Three firms
There are 3 scenarios for what can happen: each of the 3 firms can occupy adjacent spots, two of the firms can occupy adjacent

spots with a gap between these two firms and the third firm, or all 3 firms can be spaced equally far apart.

Case 3A. All 3 firms are located adjacently (see Fig. A2). The locations look like the following picture:
Fig. A2. Case 3A (All 3 firms are located adjacently).
In this case, the market will not be covered. Profits for each of the outer firms will be po ¼ ðV−po þ Dþ pi−po
2 Þ, where po is the price

of the outer firms, and pi is the price of the inner firms. Profits for the inner firm, given the symmetry of the outer firms, will be
pi(2D+po−pi). Solving the first-order conditions, and calculating the subsequent demand yields profits of πo ¼ 75

968≈0:0775 and πi ¼
169
4356≈0:0388.
re aremanyways that the firms could choose their locationswhenmultiple locations provide equal profits. The equilibrium above assumes that the firms enter
ations randomly— i.e., an entrant chooses one of k locationswith probability 1/kwhen the k locations offer equal andmaximumprofit for the entrant. That said,
ilibrium is not unique, and there are strategies that lead to different equilibria.
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Case 3B. Two firms are located adjacent. The third firm is located away (see Fig. A3).
In this case, themarketwill be covered, but firms A and Cwill price at kink-points on their demand curve (i.e., pA=1/2− pC). Firm
Bwill price according to its standard first-order conditions:pB ¼ 1

8 þ pAþpC
4 ¼ 1

8 þ
ð1=2

−pC ÞþpC
4 ¼ 1

4. We also know that Bwill sell 1/4 units,
soπB ¼ 1

�
16 ¼ 0:0625. Itmust also be that A andC do notwish to increase their prices above the kink-point. If thefirms increased their

prices any higher, the profit functions and first-order conditions would be:
πA ¼ pAð12−pA þ 1

12þ pB−pA
2 Þ→pA ¼ 17

72 :

πC ¼ pCð12−pC þ 1
6 þ pB−pC

2 Þ→pC ¼ 19
72 :

Note that at these prices, pA = 1/2− pC. Thus, they must be the equilibrium prices. (Firms wouldn't lower their prices further —
any further decline would yield even less demand than in the profit functions above.) Equilibrium profits are then πA ¼ 289

3456≈0:083
6; πB ¼ 1

16 ¼ 0:0625;πC ¼ 361
3456≈0:1045.

Case 3C. All three firms are evenly spaced at a distance of 1/3 to each other. Profits are then 1
9≈0:1111, as shown in the example from

Section 4.

Fig. A3. Case 3B (Two firms are located adjacent).
A.1.4. 4 firms
there are 3 scenarios for what can happen if there are four firms in the market – the two empty spots can be 1/6, 1/3 or 1/2 of the

distance in the circle apart

Case 4A. The four incumbent firms operate in adjacent spots. In such a case, there are two inside firms that have competitors on both
sides of them, and two outside firms that have a competitor on one side and an empty spot on the other side. The equilibrium entails
the two outside firms pricing at a kink-point, and the inside firms pricing along a linear portion of their demand curve. Profits for the
inside firm areπI ¼ pIð16 þ pI0 þpO

2 −pIÞ, where pI′ represents the price of the other “inside” firm. There are a continuum of equilibria, but
a unique equilibrium that has the two outside firms and the two inside firm pricing symmetrically. This symmetric equilibrium prices
are po ¼ 1

4 and pI ¼ 7
36, and profits are πO ¼ 11

144≈0:0764;πI ¼ 49
1296≈0:0378.

There are also asymmetric equilibria. To find these, we introduce the following notation for the firms at the different locations, as
presented in Fig. A4:
Fig. A4. Case 4A (The four incumbent firms operate in adjacent spots).
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We then have the following conditions:
(W1) pOA
¼ 1

2−pOB
Ensures that there is a kink-point equilibrium.

(W2) pIA ¼ 1
12 þ

pIB þpOA
4

First-order condition for IA.

(W3) pIB ¼ 1
12 þ

pIA þpOB
4

First-order condition for IB.

(W4) pOA
≥ 7

36 þ
pIA
6

Price must be above the price that would be optimal for the linear part of the demand curve above the kink, where the marginal
customer on one side of the firm is indifferent between the firm's product and the outside good.

(W5) pOB
≥ 7

36 þ
pIB
6

Equivalent to W4.

(W6) pOA
≤ 1

6 þ
pIA þpOB

4
Price must be below the price that would be optimal for the linear part of the demand curve below the kink, such that marginal
customers on both sides of the firm earn positive utility.

(W7) pOB
≤ 1

6 þ
pIB þpOA

4
Equivalent to W6.
SubstitutingW3 intoW2 yieldspIA ¼ 1
12 þ

1
12þ

pIA
þpOB
4

4 þ pOA
4 ¼ 5

48 þ
pIA
16 þ

1
2−pOA
16 þ pOA

4 , which becomespIA ¼ 13
90 þ

pOA
5 . Plugging this andW1

intoW4 andW6 yields pOA
∈½ 59261 ;

59
216�. Because the same limits apply to OB, the actual lower limit must be 1

2−
59
216 ¼ 49

216, sopOA
∈½ 49216 ;

59
216�.

Note that the symmetric solution is in this interval. This yields a price range of pIA∈½ 41216 ;
43
216�, which in turn implies profit ranges of πO

∈½ 348146659 ;
3577
46659�≈½0:0746; 0:0767�, and πI∈½ 168146659 ;

1847
46659�≈½0:0360; 0:0396�:

Case 4B. Two empty spots located 1/3 of the circle apart. The configuration is as follows in Fig. A5:
M

L
L

N

Fig. A5. Case 4B (Two empty spots located 1/3 of the circle apart).
Then all firms price according to traditional first-order conditions. It is easy to confirm the following prices and profits:
Plea
j.ijre
pL ¼
1
4
;πL ¼

1
16

¼ 0:0625;pM ¼ 5
24

;πM ¼ 25
576

≈0:0434; pN ¼ 7
24

;πN ¼ 49
576

≈0:0851:
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